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A STORY FROM DENMARK
By Tony Bennett
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AN INTRODUCTION FROM TONY BENNETT

Dave Robertson’s encouragement to his readers to send reports of their voyages 
was heard at a time when Minnie Moltok was to be fitted out and sailed in order to 
try out various solutions and satisfy the father that she was fit to carry her owner and 
the latter’s sister in whatever weather might turn up. 

Overwhelming gratitude felt at the honour of winning the woodenboat.net book 
prize influenced the decision to send this report. (Perhaps one should also have 
considered buying a lottery-ticket.) 

The ideal voyage to “kill two flies with one smack” was a 100 kilometer as the (eel-) 
crow flies trip round the island, not non-stop, but over a weekend. As it happened 

it blew a gale that weekend, and the solution to that hadn’t been fitted yet, but the gale gave an opportunity to 
work at it on land. Using the jib as mainsail was tried, boomless and with boom, for extreme conditions. Jib-as-
main, with boom,

 looked pretty good, but before the daughters would need that, they’d want to reef down as much as possible, 
which means lowering the gunter-gaff to the gooseneck, and reefing the jib to fit the reefed main. 

A block is fitted to the gaff-neck for the other extreme of weather, to hang another mainsail from, as a sort of 
genoa. Three sacks were filled with sand, 50 kg in all. Since it can begin to blow too much when one is an hour 
or two from any sensibly obtained supply of sand, our sand was carried aboard, even in a calm.

Tony Bennett

Obituary

In March 2008 a man who was a constant supporter and referee of 
my website work, Tony Bennett, passed away suddenly.

Tony was a Briton a scientist and archaologist married to a Dane with 
a family of two daughters. A very intelligent and articulate man in 
every respect.

My first contact with Tony was when I was just starting the 
Woodenboat website was the learning curve was full on and grew on 
a daily basis. 

I go back to that story now and then and continue to be amazed 
with the detail and excellence of the construction of the story. Tony 
and I corresponded regularly over the years and it can be said he 
dragged me out of my Antipodean isolation into a greater under-
standing of Europe and wider world.

I will forever be humbled by the effort Tony put in to helping me get 
things sorted. If a page did not work or my grammar and spelling 
(or logic) was worse than normal I could expect a note from the 
headmaster.

It’s hard to explain how somebody from the other side of the world 
you never met other than by words on a screen could become such a 

good friend. But it happened.

Arohanui Tony, may your final journey across the bar 
be peaceful.

David Jasper Robertson
Castor Bay
Auckland, New Zealand

Crossing the Bar
Sunset and evening star, 
And one clear call for me! 
And may there be no moaning of 
the bar, 
When I put out to sea,
But such a tide as moving seems 
asleep, 
Too full for sound and foam, 
When that which drew from out 
the boundless deep 
Turns again home.
Twilight and evening bell, 
And after that the dark! 
And may there be no sadness of 
farewell, 
When I embark;
For tho’ from out our bourne of 
Time and Place 
The flood may bear me far, 
I hope to see my Pilot face to face 
When I have crost the bar.
BY ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON
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Tony has drawn the courses taken for each part of his story and you can come back here if you 
need to get your bearings.

From the other side of the world I was surprised just how like New Zealand Denmark is and also 
just how flat it is too.
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Minnie Moltok is a 
Mirror Dinghy, 3.3 
metres short, 1.4 
metres in the beam, 
with a hull weight of 
just 45 kilos (10’ 10”x 
4’ 7”x100 lb).Her sail 
area : main 4.5m,jib 
1.9m in (49 ft and 20 ft). 
The sails are very red. 
She has a pram bow 
and daggerboard and 
carries a gunter-rig. The 
main is loose footed.The 
hull material is 5 mm ply, 
stitched and glassfibre-
taped using polyester 
resin. She was bought 
as a tender for a larger 
boat and as a learning-
dinghy for the children, 
as they were then.

Polyester resin does not bind so well to wood as 
epoxy resin, so when the glass-tape eventually began 
to lift (the dinghy had suffered a traumatic winter 
before our time), it seemed that a complete re-taping, 
using epoxy, and epoxying of the whole hull was the 
thing to do, along with various other strengthenings 
and improvements. The hull is varnished within and 
painted blue without. This particular Rome was not 
built in a day. My sailing-daughter has inherited the 
face-lifted dinghy.

Minnie Moltok seen from above (the mast is in fact 
straight) and below. Some people are enthusiastic 
about traditional, flat-bottomed boats, built of old 
shuttering-boards held together with three-inch nails, 
like the one between Minnie and the bridge, but give 
us a Mirror 11 every time.

Minnie has some extra gear which does not necessarily make her faster but makes her a better cruising boat. (In 
some of these pictures, some of this gear has not yet been attached.) She has a couple of extra blocks, or even 
three or four. To hold the gaff to the mast when the main is reefed, there is a rope parrel, running from a point 
beside the halyard’s attachment to the gaff, round the mast, through a block on the other side of the gaff and 
down to a cleat by the mastfoot. A Block is fitted to the nock of the gaff, from which to hang an extra mainsail. 
From the mast-top a line goes down to the end of the boom, back to the mast-top, through a block and down to 
a cleat at the mast-foot, forming a double topping-lift, so the gaff lies nicely on top of the boom, when lowered. 
A rolling of the sail, a little string, and a pull on the topping lift and Minnie is uncluttered, space for rowing, tai 
chi, or musical-chairs.

Her mainsheet no longer comes from a hole in one side of the transom, up through a deadeye on the boom-
nock and down through a deadeye on the other side of the transom, as standard, but runs from a block on a 
rope horse through a ratchet-block on the boom-nock and down through the block on the horse.

We like to be symmetrical, among other things. Both main- and jib-sheet are cleated with primitive wooden 
cleats, a single with turning-horn low on the back of the daggerboard-case for the main and a double, higher up 
above this, for the jib.The original way to adjust the daggerboard is with shock-cord, but Minnie likes a wedge 
fitted to the shock-cord so her board can be securely held right up, when beaching, etc.

The jib has a downhaul, for those occasions when it has to come down now. This is of great use when 
approaching the shore, where things sometimes happen very quickly, particularly when closehauled. The crew 
prefers to have dry feet in cold weather.

Two mast positions. Forward, enables the boat to balance without the jib,  beginners only have one piece of 
string to worry about. Minnie uses this mast position with a bowsprit, from which the jib, and in former times 
a jenniker when carrying more than two adults. The balance isn’t perfect, but when we huddle together for 
warmth when beating, the balance is improved. The forward position makes running more comfortable, too.
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Tony, the father, helmsman 
for the most part, and 
author of this piece, is just 
on the right side of sixty 
(or was when he started 
this), so he should know a 
bit about it by now, having 
done it for longer than he 
can remember, though 
given the state of his 
memory, that may not be 
saying much.

On the all-important subject of anemometers: Here at 
left the father, and author of this piece, demonstrates 
the use of a multi-functional, hand-held device with 
real-time directional facility.

The daughter and owner with her boat. Respect for 
the boom is an admirable quality in the serious sailor.

The daughter has also been sailing for years, but 
nothing like as long as the father. In her Optimist days, 
though she never got one of the good sails, being 
only a girl, she did at least once win second prize in 
hard weather while the others capsized around her, 
having the advantage of a girl's extra weight against 
the like-aged, clever boys with good sails, and the 
hard-weather experience from having dinghy-sailed 
The Limfjord for years in all weathers, with the father 
and the other two nuclear family members.

The other two were good ballast then, in hard 
weather. They only really enjoyed conditions where 
the father would perhaps rather have been in the 
shade on land, with a cold drink. The mother has 
given vital logistical support on this trip. Without her 
transport we'd still be walking home

Mother and daughter at Nessund. Looking SW 
toward Doverodde. On the water is a homemade 
clinker-built dinghy. 

Pushing the 
boat out 
to try the 
balance 
of the 
completely 
reefed main 
with the 
reefed jib.
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The delay meant that the circumnavigation was accomplished in a series of evening trips, in conditions varying 
from oily calm to 30 knot-gusts, which meant that we were able to conduct a realistic trial, though thankfully we 
were spared the jib-as-mainsail part and the concomitant cold sweat and butterflies in the stomach, though I 
have heard that this can be good for one. It just doesn’t feel so at the time - like visiting the dentist.

Talking of dentists, perhaps one should give a short explanation of what Danish orthography represents 
in English, to avoid the embarrassment of pronouncing “j” as in “didgeridoo,” for example. “J” is actually 
pronounced as “y” in “yaw,” whereas Danish “y” is produced by looking as if you’ll say “oo” but actually saying

 “ee,” a fine party-trick 
“Æ” is like the “ea” in “head.” 

“Ø” is like the “u” in “furl” and the “e” in “the.” “Ø” is in fact the most common vowel in English, 
even though there is no letter for it in English

The alphabet’s last letter, “å,” enables recycling, in that it is pronounced “aw” as in “yaw.”

Geographical
The + on the map to the right shows 
where Mors is in relation to the UK, 
Norway, Sweden and Denmark.

The bit at the bottom carries on for 
miles and is called "Europe." Though 
we do our best to ignore it, it is quite 
big ... The large map below shows 
The Limfjord, not in its entirety, but the 
bit beyond Aalborg, Langerak, isn't 
very interesting and couldn't fit on the 
page anyway. However our part is 
interesting and is a popular sailing area 
even for visitors from Germany.

The Limfjord
The island of Mors lies in the 
western part of The Limfjord 
(Danish:Limfjorden), in northwest 
Jutland, between 20 and 35 km from 
the North Sea, and 700 km east of 
Scotland. There is some doubt about 
the origin of the island. Some say 
that God had made a model before 
constructing Jutland, found this model 
so charming that he didn't have the 
heart to throw it out, and placed it 
in the western end of the Limfjord. 
Others are sure that in the first days 
of christendom, a giant living in 
Himmerland, who liked to sleep late 
and early, was so annoyed at having 
this sleep disturbed by the sound of bell-ringing at the new church at Vestervig in the south of Thy (pronounced 
as French "tu"), that he filled his gauntlet with earth and waded out across Løgstør Bredning to dump the earth 
on the church. Don't ask why he used a gauntlet.

Sadly his gauntlet's stitching was rotten and a little earth fell out, then some more, then even more, and just 
before Thy the bottom fell out of the gauntlet and all the earth that was left splashed out into the water. This 
enraged the already angry giant so much that he burst into a thousand pieces. Thus the islands of Livø, Fur and 
Mors were created, along with the odd, round hill at Rønbjerg.
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There remains to the northeast, between Mors and 
Himmerland, a 20 km by 20 km, shallow piece of water, 
the northern part called Løgstør Bredning, the southern, 
Livø Bredning (= "Broad," for those familiar with E. Anglia, 
many of whose population's forebears came from this 
area). Depths are mostly between 6 and 8 metres, and 
there are short, steep waves when it blows, and it blows 
A LOT here. Even the natives with thousands of years 
of getting used to it, think it too windy. There are about 
25,000 of these natives on the island after thousands of 
years of procreation. In the forest-clad Mesolithic there 
was subsistence for 25 individuals of Homo sapiens. 
Those were the days. By 1800 there were hardly 25 
trees left. Cutting the world's human population by 99.9% 
would do wonders for the environment ... Consider the geographic location of this island in connection with the 
pictures of smog in this story.

Sailing in European conditions - smog. Don't venture 
out without your compass.

I should perhaps add that Mesolithic is "a town in Russia" to the good people of Thy and Salling. They know that 
the inhabitants of Mors (Morsingbo's) are descended from the thieves and cut-throats marooned on the island 
in olden days by the good people of Thy and Salling. "The best thing about Mors," they say, "is the view toward 
Thy (Salling)." They also say (with variations), "It takes two Morsingbos, a bundle of hay and an old ram, to equal 
one Sallingbo (Thybo)." I sit on the fence.

In the southeast, between the island and Salling, a peninsula on the mainland of Jutland, lies Salling Sund - 
"sund" = "sound" - connected with "swim," from the days when the cattle-herding, central-asiatic speakers of 
proto-Germanic didn't know what a boat was. Salling Sund used to be crossed by ferries. The western ferry 
staithe's location (the staithe is gone now, except for the remains of stone moles on which the shags stand to 
dry, between wettings) is called The Plague, and the eastern is called The Torture. When the Salling Sund Bridge 
was built in 1978 it was said that Mors had now become "landfast" with Europe. So

me people regretted the demise of the ferries, some didn't. Now everybody races across in cars as though there 
weren't a splendid view on either side. This is partly due to the fact that the wind on the bridge blew the cars 
about and it was necessary to retrofit baffles on each side. Now only those in higher vehicles can see the view 
- them and the suicides, who find the bridge an easier way out. The Sound is a kilometer-and a-quarter narrow 
at the bridge and between 11 m and 26 m deep. The condition of currents means that the suicides eventually 
turn up in Glyngøre, having somehow passed the 26 m deep, but it takes time. The wind-generated current can 
reach 2 kn, the direction depending on the wind's.

Salling Sund widens in the south into Kås Bredning. Where the two meet near Sillerslev there was also a ferry. 
Keeping course from Salling Sund across Kås Bredning brings one to Nissum Bredning, connecting to the North 
Sea. In the northwest, a sound between Jegind Island and Mors' most southerly point, Hestør Odde, where 
there was yet another ferry, leads into the Nameless, Winding Channel, between low coasts, and open to all 
winds, which does its duty on the southwestern front to keep Mors an island.

West Norwegian horses grazing at 
Feggesund,looking east.
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To the west, the water 
between Mors and Thy 
varies in width from 1 
km at Nessund in the 
south, to 5 km at Visby 
Bredning, from 8 km at 
Dragstrup Vig, to 500 m 
at Vilsund in the north. 
At Nessund is a ferry, 
at Vilsund a low bridge 
with a lifting section to let 
us through. This narrow waterway to the west of the island was formed as a river running under the ice during 
the last glaciation. During the Mesolithic, the low, wet valley between Doverkil, the inlet south of Doverodde, 
and Skibsted Fjord, was a narrow sound (See map.). This area is interesting in that the largest group of Bronze 
Age tumuli in Denmark is found here. There are also rare plants in the area, though many of them would have 
vanished, had the plan to drain Doverkil and the valley for agriculture been effectuated.

To the north of our Island is Thisted Bredning, 10 km 
by 6 km of blowy water, mostly 10 m deep. Its southern 
shore is the highland of northern Mors, which, though 
only between sixty and ninety metres in height, has its 
own weather. Fossilized sea-urchins by the thousand 
are washed up on the shore of Thisted Bredning 
from the chalk, and everybody living in the area is 
plagued by the possession of too many of them. It 
has been known for people to walk on the beach 
with lifted eyes to avoid having to see yet another 
fossilized sea-urchin. Local boys do a valuable service 
in selling them to German tourists. Thisted Bredning 
shelves and narrows toward the northeast, as, past 
Skarrehage, it becomes Fegge Sund.

Thisted Bredning - 
The Red Hog Thisted 
Bredning in a blow, and a 
rock called The Red Hog. 
This rock was thrown by 
another heathen giant, 
who lived in Sennels, 
at Sejerslev church on 
Mors, which also had a 
damned bell. His other 
rocks missed and this 
one fell short. Giants 
don't seem to have been 
very good at anything, 
which must be why they 
died out.
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Feggesund, looking south 
from Thy. Note the pound-net 
to catch the non-existent fish.  
Feggeklit is at the end of the 
net

The sound, Feggesund, with its 
750 m breadth and 18 m depth, 
protects the good inhabitants of 
Hannæs from the thieves and 
cut-throats on Mors. Skarre is 
a corruption of Skarv(-e), which 
means "cormorant or shag" - 
when it isn't despisingly called 

"eel-crow." There are many eel-crows nowadays since they became protected. They and the seals eat fish, 
which annoys fishermen. There are few fishable local fish because of pollution from farming (Danish Bacon, 
tinned ham, Carlsberg, etc.) and the popular "Western Lifestyle." The water looks OK, mostly, apart from the red 
algae - no brown scum. But we know it's there.

It should be noted in the name of justice that the lack of fish is also attributed to pollution from the waste depot 
of the Cheminova chemical factory which is nicely placed at the entrance to The Limfjord, a long way from any 
important population centres.

It produces pesticides which are banned in the enlightened countries of Europe and the Western World, 
but used diligently by Third World countries - and then presumably exported in small portions on fruit and 
vegetables to the enlightened supermarket customers of Europe and the Western World.

More pleasantly, the lack of fish is suggested by some researchers to be caused by too many crabs (what 
causes too many crabs?) and by yet others to be the result of ‘strandfodring’, the pumping of sand on to the 
strand on the west coast near Thyborøn from deeper water, and for yet others, the dredging of mussels is not 
without blame.

However some still believe that the problem is the shags and the seals, and the figures are interesting: In 1986 
there were 45 shag nests in The Limfjord, on the island Rønholm in Nibe Bredning in the NE corner of the above 
map. By 1999 there were 5,318 nests at 8 locations in The Limfjord! It was estimated that in 1997 cormorants ate 
800 tons of fish, of which some 200 tons were of species where they competed with fishermen. Shag numbers 
seem to have stabilized. The bird is protected. It is said to taste better than eider-duck.

The spotted seals have been protected since 1977. In 1984 there were 529 in Løgstør Bredning (where we 
mostly sail), 700 by 1988 when an epidemic hit them and they were cut back to under 500. We were afraid we 
would no longer be accompanied by seals when sailing, but by 1998 there were 1500 of them. A seal eats 4 kg 
of fish a day, and 1500 seals eat 2,190 tons of fish in a year, but only the last 90 are of species where the seals 
are in competition with fishermen. They compete with shags for the first 2,100 tons, so they have more reason to 
complain about shags than the fishermen.

North of Skarrehage, and a little to the left, at Hov, is Lønnerup Fjord, which was the Vikings’ route to Skagerrak 
and Norway, a thousand-odd years 
ago, when the land, from the weight 
of ice, lay lower than today. At that 
time the gap at Thyborøn didn’t exist, 
though the water called Skibsted 
(Ship-stead) Fjord and Draget (a 
place where one “Draws” a boat) at 
its eastern end would suggest that 
someone went that way too.

Feggeklit seen from Mors. 
The dinghy is actually in this 
picture, with the mother at the 
helm. Where? "Answers, on a 
postcard, please, to ..."
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The cat-litter factory at Skarrehage is in the middle of this picture taken from Feggesund.

South of Skarrehage is the farm Skarregård, which used to lie a little further north at the foot of the hill and is 
thought to be the seat of an officer of the king, controlling, with the garrison on the overlooking 35 m fortified 
hill, the in-sailing through Lønnerup Fjord, and Fegge Sund. Fegge Sund has its name after King Fegge, 
Hamlet’s wicked uncle, who is supposed to be buried on the land-formation at the northernmost tip of Mors, 
Fegge Klit.

Above: Feggeklit seen from Mors. The dinghy is actually in this picture, with the mother at the helm. Where? 
“Answers, on a postcard, please, to ...”

Fegge Klit, like much of northern Mors, is made of 53 million-year-old, yellow diatom-clay, marbled with black 
bands of volcanic ash from the volcanoes which once lay in the depths of the Skagerrak, and in places folded 
into zig-zags by the Ice Ages’ glacial ice. This diatom-clay - I find this hard to believe myself, while telling it - is 
quarried, the ash removed, and the clay fired, crushed, mixed with “deodorizer,” and exported to the world as 
Cat Litter. So 25 years from now, this whole landscape may have been mixed with catshit and dispersed over 
the landfill sites of the world. It really makes one admire the power of Human Ingenuity, and her sister, Global 
Capitalism - cubic kilometers of ice could only bend it and shove it about a bit.

The cat-litter factory at Skarrehage is in the middle of this picture taken from Feggesund.

Everything connected with the factory becomes covered with a layer of pink dust.

The highest point on the island, now, Salger Høj, 89 m, lies just south of the “g” in Thisted Bredning. This area 
is a terminal moraine, and from here Mors just goes downhill, southward, until it slides, soundlessly, into the 
Nameless, Winding Channel. To be elevationally fair, there is a scenic area, Legind Bjerge, whose highest point 
is 52 m, west of the Salling Sund bridge, and trying to wade into Kås Bredning from the southeasterly part of the 
island, without first going down to the beach, could cost you a twisted ankle, if you picked the right place to do 
it.

There is practically no tidal variation. With so much water around it is always a problem to decide where to 
sail. Generally the problem is solved by asking the questions “Where shall we eat the ice-cream today?” or “Is 

it a smoked mackerel day?” However, sailing round the island only presents the question “Which way?”
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The Circumnavigation

With so much water around it is always a problem to decide where to sail. Generally the problem is solved by 
asking the questions "Where shall we eat the ice-cream today?" or "Is it a smoked mackerel day?" However, 
sailing round the island only presents the question "Which way?" This is generally answered by observing the 
wind direction and strength. Listening to the weather forecast is unfortunately not always good enough and has 
even been 180° wrong. This time we would have tried to buy a smaller compass in Thisted if we'd got there early 
enough, and therefore, and because it would be fun just for once to sail the Nameless, Winding Channel from 
the west, we sailed west.

Thyborøn lies in an open position on the coast, west of the island's southern end. The wind-graph from this 
station gives a good picture of wind-conditions around Mors. The wind-graph for Klitmøller, further north on the 
coast (though otherwise useless for us, because of local conditions), shows maximum windspeed as well as 
average windspeed. This is interesting in that it makes visible the fact that maximum speed can be very much 
higher than the average speed, which is the speed announced in the weather-forecast.

The effect of the wind on the sail varies with the square of the change in windspeed, so if one sails out in a 
pleasant, steady 8 knot wind, which freshens to 16 kn, the increase of force on the sail is not twice as much, but 
four times as much as when one set sail. But the more important part is that when the windspeed has increased 
from 8 to 16 kn, it may be gusting at 25 kn, which is not just three times as much, but ten times as much as 
when one set sail. Cruising dinghy-sailors who sail in windy areas have to be prepared for this by checking the 
weather-forecast for shipping, before sailing and by being able to shorten sail, if they sail far from land or intend 
to carry on, though near land. Otherwise running early on to the beach may be necessary - and that means 
running, on a lee coast, to pull the boat clear of the surf (remembering to lift rudder and board).
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Mon 13 Aug, Skranderup-Vilsund (Green course)

On the thirteenth of August in the afternoon, we 
set sail from the western coast of the north of mors, 
across thisted bredning, toward thisted. The wind was 
a little south of WSW , 8-10 knots, with the promise 
of more wind in the sky, so we set off with a reef in, 
since minnie had not yet had jiffy-reefing fitted, and it 
is easier to reef on land. Reefing means rolling the sail 
round the boom.

There are disadvantages to this system - the sail tends 
to get too flat, the boom's after end hangs if you just 
roll up, and unless the boom has the right fittings, the 
boom has to be taken off the goose-neck and both 
sheet and eventual topping lift have to be loosened 
from the boom.

Skranderup Strand - Rigging MM Rigging the dinghy on 
Skranderup Strand. Looking north.

To the right of the sailone can see Sennels Plantation, behind 
which lies Hov and the entrance to Lnnerup Fjord.
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Mon 13 Aug, Skranderup-Vilsund (Green course

Sailing toward 
Sennels. Note the 
promise in the sky of 
more weather. 

These disadvantages can be minimized by tucking the after end of the sail before rolling, or as we do, attaching 
the tack to the boom with a suitable length of line and just rolling - which saves creasing the sail - while pressing 
the forward part of the sail to keep it hollow. Forget the attachment of fittings for roller-reefing, fit jiffy-reefing, 
which is what Minnie Moltok will have “when I get time.” Being only little, she may well get single-line reefing. 
The boom-vang is also attached with a suitable length of line, when roller-reefing.

After half-an-hour we let the reef out, the weather having shown some patience with us. We are on a tack 
toward the northern coast of the Bredning, between the former monastery village of Sennels and the plantation 
of a collection of labelled exotic tree-species at Eshj. The monastery is long gone and at this distance we can’t 
tell one exotic species from another.We are sailing 290, and then 200 on a tack to get off the coast again.

After nearly two hours’ sailing it starts to rain and the wind gets up a bit to 14 kn. An unavoided crest has slid 
a cupful of cold water on to my bench with the intention of showing that the repair on the seat of my dinghy-
salopette will leak, and my arse is wet, but I put a brave face on it in order not to weaken the crew’s morale. We 
see someone flying a strange kite-wing-thing on the shore. Then it takes off across the water at high speed - it’s 
a wind-surfer! Our tack away from the coast was too short, with the increased wind, so we take another to be 
able to get into Thisted harbour . We tie up and think about food. (Font above is Vacation MT: bcbc, 12)

Some of us think about repairing our seat, but despite much drying and rubbing even the impressively sticky 
gaffer-tape from the repair bag can’t really make the connection. As I work on the tear I can hear pigs going to 
slaughter across the harbour in the Tican slaughterhouse (the country’s most profitable), selflessly giving their 
lives so some poor Brit doesn’t have to have a baconless breakfast. Though it’s six in the evening these pigs are 
still doing their bit. I borrow a mobile phone to ring home. Will we really have to buy one of those things?

We spend too much time in Thisted, as is our wont, and leave reluctantly at about 19.30 on the next leg,toward 
Vilsund. The wind has increased to 16 kn, gusting to 20 kn, but we don’t reef, hoping for a more favourable 
wind-direction, smaller waves and some shelter, under land. We have rung home to say we’ll be at Vilsund at 
21.00, after advice from a local. Just outside the harbour a young dinghy-club member raises shouts of glee 
from his competitors as he rounds the mark with his dinghy on its side but manages to climb out on to the board 
and right the boat while remaining quite dry. Unlike my arse.

On land, cyclists are training for the Tour de Denmark. They have a following wind and will soon be home 
and dry. We have the wind against us and must expect a wet trip as the chop, bent along the coast, bashes 
against the bow, causing spray which the wind picks up and tries to sneak inside our waterproofs (well, partly 
waterproof in my case). The daughter packs her sailing anorak’s neck-opening with more clothing and buttons 
tighter. I’m not helm for nothing.
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As conditions get harder the self-regulating sand-sacks suck up water and increase stability. Though we can 
keep high on the short tack toward land, 280, with the waves on the beam, the other tack has to be due south 
because of the opposing waves. This tack takes us eventually out to where the waves affect our progress too 
much, and we change tack here. (We took more tacks than the map shows.) It rains hard for a while, and we 
drink fresh water. The boat is now filling both from down here and from up there - there is a waterfall running off 
the loose-footed sail - so the daughter bails diligently. The rain-mist means we can only see the Thy coast, which 
on the other hand is magical, even close to. Occasional farmhouses, with lit windows, hang among trees above 
the cliffs. Nearer Vilsund and much later than 21.00, I find that at the end of the tack toward land I’m sailing 30 
in relation to the southward tack, so I risk going closer to shore for the advantage of the bent wind. I had hoped 
we’d have some such all the way, and maybe we have on the one tack, but only 10, while losing 20 to waves, 
and maybe current, on the other.

As we come into the sound we sail directly toward the lookout on the bridge. In the dark they can’t see we’re 
flying the chequered bridge-flag, N, and we’ve given no signals, but they might just think they should let us 
through, anyway - where else would we be going, but to the little marina on the other side of the bridge? (We 
could in theory drop our gunter-gaff and come under the 4 metres if the water were low enough. One always 
thinks the mast will hit the bridge, whatever the boat and whatever the bridge, but 4 metres is low, so in practice 
we let them open the bridge for us.) But we’re landing on the sandy beach by the hotel, on this side, and by 
pinching we can avoid the embarrassment of stopping all that traffic for nothing.

Twenty minutes past ten is not the same as nine o’clock, so our transport is nowhere to be seen, despite the 
daughter’s looking on both sides of the sound. We put Minnie Moltok to bed on her side with a sand-sack on 
the mast-top. It was satisfying to tip most of the water out. Next time we shall remember to remove it all before 
we leave.The rain has stopped and there’s not much wind here either, so it isn’t too miserable to wait till eleven, 
when we see our transport drive over the bridge. We’ll really have to get one of those mobile-thingies. It has 
taken us six hours of sailing to get here - that’s pathetic - it’s only 15 km, 8 nm in a straight line and we’ve sailed 
21 km, 11.3 nm. 3.5 km/h, 1.9 kn. The current against us shouldn’t have been very strong on our course. I shall 
have to see what it really does between Vilsund and Thisted, one day. At this rate it will take four-and-three-
quarter days of six hours a day to get round, at least. What fun!

I sit on a sheepskin on the drive home to protect the car-seat from my wet trousers.

Mon 13 Aug, Skranderup-Vilsund (Green course
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Tue 14 Aug, Vilsund to Kraghøj (Yellow course)

Starting from Vilsund. Notice the absence of rollers, skids and other rubbish.
The Mirror can easily be carried to the water by her crew.

Next evening we considered 
the option of carrying on 
southwest down the west side 
of the island, against the wind 
and thought how much nicer it 
would be to sail the other way.

At ten-past-six, we set sail 
eastward for Kraghøj, some 
28 km, 15 sm away, on the 
northeastern end of the island. 
Wind WSW 10-12 kn, 5-6m/s. 
The father has his hard-
weather sailing-suit on. The 
braces make it possible to use 
it as just trousers. He’ll not 
have a wet arse on this trip!

The first leg is at 60° to get 
clear of Sundby Stone Ground, 
which hardly needs translation, then we go over to 80° and settle down to a pleasant evening trip. There are 
those, who, being good at mental arithmetic, despite the creeping moronification of the human race caused 
by pocket calculators and other such - we refuse even to mention GPS - have already worked out that at 
yesterday’s speed, it will be tomorrow morning when we arrive, but today we have decided to sail at more than 
6 km/h, 3_ kn, at least most of the way.

The north coast of Mors is the highest part of the island. Salgerhøj, at 88 m is the highest point. Hanklit, just to 
the right of the jib-sheet, is 60 m high. These are fairly high mountains in Denmark, most of which will disappear 
when the Antarctic and the Greenland ice-cap melt.
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Tue 14 Aug, Vilsund to Kraghøj (Yellow course)

Hanklit. Well, you can just 
about see the bands of 
black volcanic ash, but the 
cardboard camera is having 
problems with the hazy 
evening light.

Hanklit. Well, you can 
just about see the bands 

of black volcanic ash, but 
the cardboard camera is 

having problems with the 
hazy evening light.

Running directly downwind, though it will take us just where we 
want to go, is both boring and slow, unless there's a blow, when 
one might prefer something more boring. So we sail a point or 
so higher, uneventfully, goose-winged, munching quietly on our 

lettuce, passing the famous diatom-clay cliff called Hanklit.
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Tue 14 Aug, Vilsund to Kraghøj (Yellow course)

Above: Passing Lisbjærg, left. Right, Skranderup Strand. Cat-litter Factory on horizon.

North of Salgerhøj, the island’s summit, we point 30° toward Skarrehage and sail up the North Mors coast, 
passing Lisbjærg and our starting point, Skranderup Strand, and rounding Skarrehage at 20.35. The single-
use camera was annoyed at being asked to take these pictures in what it considered to be an intolerable 
lack of light. After making a sulky attempt at a photograph while passing Lisbjærg, it really saw red when it 
distinguished the cat-litter factory on the horizon while we were off Skranderup Strand, our starting point the 
day before. Unfortunately the human eye cannot readily distinguish the cat-litter factory in the picture, but it is at 
the end of the visible, wooded land. The BY-buoy marking the end of the ness, Skarrehage, is a good kilometer 
to the left.

There are no eel-crows at Skarrehage. Cormorants or shags are stinking animals and seem to like it, so the 
stench of deodorizer from Skarrehage Cat-Litter Factory must really put them off. We round the ness after two 
hours and twenty-five minutes, average speed 7 km/h, 3.8 kn, and turn toward the ferry inn. This was a mistake. 
We cut the corner off all right, and could gloat at the keelboats having to follow the deep water, but it took 55 
minutes to get to the ferry, whereas if we’d followed our earlier tactic it would only have taken 38 minutes, all 
things being equal. We wasted the current, and the faster direction relative to the wind. So it doesn’t pay for 
dinghies to do things just to be able to thumb their nose at keelboats. By nine o’clock it was getting dark, so we 
summoned all the resignation we had and settled down to the long, dreary sail up the west side of Feggeklit 
and its appendages, and down the other.

At ten o’clock, as we round the end of Mors in the dark, the wind falls, and we contemplate the prospect of 
rowing the last leg south. It wouldn’t be the first time. The water east of the holm and spit at Feggesund is 
shallow, even for a dinghy, and we have to avoid the fyke-nets set to catch non-existent eels. There’s still 
enough gloom to see the markers against the sky, as there was to see the BYB (BlackYellowBlack, a buoy 
marking an easterly point), where we turned south. We see the flash of headlights where we imagine our 
transport should be, but she drives home without us.

The wind kindly gets up again and I check the intracranial GPS which estimates landfall in about 80 minutes. 
We sail southward, wasting height against the waves coming up from the south. But it makes for spectacular 
displays of cold fire from the phosphorescent algae at we hit each wave. At the helm, I watch the frozen light run 
off in the turbulence from the rudder. We are making better speed. After 50 minutes we change tack. There’s 
one good thing about the cat-litter factory, apart from the employment it gives in a deprived area, and that’s the 
floodlight above it.

This light leads us home when we’re sailing from the eastern side of Løgstør bredning in the dark. The light 
could be higher since the factory was re-created and the new, higher, non-polluting-well-at-least-further-away 
chimney was erected. It appears over the horizon, on the way from Rønbjerg/Livø and leads us to our beach. If 
it disappears again on that course we are too far south and will hit Ejerslev Røn, a small holm where one used to 
collect gulls’ eggs before landing was forbidden, now the home of hundreds of cormorants, and at high-water 
of seals. Hitting the sandy holm in a dinghy wouldn’t be that bad, but hitting the reef south of the holm would be 
naughty.

We landed easily between the boat-at-anchor and the bathing stage at 23.20, threw the sand-sacks out 
and carried Minnie Moltok up the beach to the grass. We quickly tied everything up, grabbed our gear, the 
daggerboard and the rudder, and set off on foot to meet our transport, which we did before long. That was an 
easy trip. We are back almost where we started, but on the other side of the island, and have got out of the way 
the somewhat pointless business of sailing miles up one side of Feggeklit and its associated bits, and then miles 
down the other side when one can throw a stone from one side to the other, at the southern end. But it was 
an easy trip, and sailing in phosphorescence is always uplifting. Speed for the trip 3kn, 5.6 km/h. What will the 
morrow bring?
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Wed 15 Aug Kraghøj - Nykøbing (Magenta course)

Into the smog.

The morrow was warm and hazy. What wind there 
was came from the east. This sort of weather carries 
air-pollution from Europe up to us, and on that day 
the ozone level reached the limit of what is allowed in 
the European Union, irritating eyes and air-passages. 
It is shocking to see how high that acceptable level 
actually is. It's much higher than this sailor can 
tolerate, but what a comfort it is that there's a law 
against its being worse than this. There's no end to 
the advantages we've gained by joining EU.

We found the water, in the smog, by following the 
sound of bathers - well, OK, we had a compass. This 
evening trip will be a case of rowing between patches 
of wind, and smog, it seems. 

The daughter wants to photograph seals. She rows 
toward the nearest patch of wind on the way to 
Ejerslev Røn, with the boom hoisted out of the way by 
the topping-lift.
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Wed 15 Aug Kraghøj - Nykøbing (Magenta course)

In a smooth piece of water, 
showing a current running 
with the wind, we see lots 
of thistle-down and a strip 
of red algae approaching 
the appearance of home-
made tomato soup. The 
water everywhere is almost 
opaque with red algae, and 
this strip of them is clearly 
visible for a long way through 
the haze. Unfortunately 
the haze doesn't allow the 
disposable camera we bought 
for the trip to take very 
intelligible pictures, however 
if it is first explained what the 
picture represents, it helps 
visualization.

The daughter rows past Feggeklit.

Current, thistledown and algal soup.

The patch of wind turns out 
to give about as much speed 
as the rowing, so the oars are 
shipped as we creep up on the 
holm.

But what is that? A motor-boat 
on its way toward the Røn. It 
stops and someone gets out - 
two of them? Don't they know 
it is forbidden to set foot on 
it? Of course they do, they're 
walking past The Notice.

The first time we became 
aware that something foreign 
had appeared on the holm, 
we sailed nearer to find out 
what was written on it. About 
twenty-five metres from 
The Notice, the lookout was 
asked what it said. "It says: 
'Reservation ... It is forbidden 
to approach to within ... 50 
metres of this Notice'." Aha.
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Wed 15 Aug Kraghøj - Nykøbing (Magenta course)

Ejerslev Røn in smog. The black stripe at 
the right is shags on the reef. The Notice 
is even less visible.

The sun over Dråby Vig. The wind has 
freshened. It's not every day one can 

photograph the sun in a cloudless sky.

The motor-boaters can’t find any seals, and leave, disappearing into the smog. They haven’t disturbed the 
cormorants, so the daughter photographs them as we pass to the west. Safely past the reef to the south of 
the holm we change course for Blinderøn, the place where the seals really are, when the water is so low that 
it breaks surface, but at this speed it will take a couple of hours to get there, better have some lettuce with 
something round it, to pass the time.

About an hour later, at 19.45 we were woken up by the freshening and veering wind, about 8 kn, SE, so we 
decided to give Blinderøn a miss, change course with the wind, and sail 200° toward Salling Sund. We don 
our sweaters and waterproofs and keep to the new course for 1_ hours to 21.30, when the thought of getting 
up before six begins to take precedence over the wish to get as far as possible in this useful wind, and the 
course is changed to 235° for the north of Nykøbing. Not too far north - that’s the sewage-treatment plant. What 
does the beach look like here? Regular objects, what can they be? We must really get a more powerful torch. 
Further south, under the light marking the passage from Livø Bredning to Salling Sund, is the start of the sandy 
beach we’re looking for and we wriggle in past the moored outboard-dinghies and carry up the beach, having 
first removed the sand-sacks. Minnie Moltok may have had a hull-weight of 45 kg when she was young and 
inexperienced, but now, re-taped, strengthened, epoxied from gunwale to skeg, with rig and sails, rope and 
anchor, extra clothing, food, toolbag, extra sails, bucket and spade, etc., she weighs considerably more. The - uh 
- mobile phone makes contact with base and summons transport.

What we need now is some good, strong, westerly wind to 
clear this European smog.
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Thursday, 16 August, Ministerial Meeting and more ...

Father and daughter are back at the farm, Minnie is back at the beach. This was an evening for pulling the plug 
on everything electronic and drinking mugs of steaming cocoa, while watching leaves and twigs blow past 
the windows, to the accompanyment of thunder and lightening. We didn't feel at all bad about wasting this 
opportunity to try out the jib-as-mainsail option in the gusts.

We make Minnie comfortable on her side on the beach with sponge and sand sacks, give her a sack to keep 
the flies off her mast-top, collect our gear, the board and the rudder, and head for the road.
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Fri 17 Aug, Nykøbing - Ørding Strand (Brown course)

Minnie Moltok was still lying on the beach when we 
returned to her early on Friday afternoon. We sailed at 
14.10 in a 16 kn wind that was very gusty with marked 
shifts of direction, and pointed south toward Salling 
Sund. After a kilometer during which the dinghy 
bucked as if trying to throw us off, the helmswoman 
decided Minnie was trying to tell us to reef, so we 
landed by the youth-hostel, reefed, took a feeding 
break and while we had the chance, a shot of ice-
cream.

After reefing we made slow but more comfortable 
closehauled progress against the current. The 
keelboats coming out of Nykøbing reeled in the 
buffeting wind. We took a tack into the bay south of 
Refshammer to get a faster course toward Salling 
Sund bridge. The larger boats had speed enough to 
take the bridge in their stride, but for us attempting to 

NE across the mouth of Salling Sund from Nykøbing 
Light (white & red hut). The islandFur. Livø is on the 
horizon. Minnie on the beach.

Salling Sund Bridge ahead. The sections of this 
bridge are glued together with epoxy.

sail straight through could mean standing still against the current, so we came at it at a flatter angle with more 
speed. We kept far enough away from the windward bridge-pillar to avoid its worst effects on the wind - maybe 
too far, since the current was running at near two knots, and we only just managed not to leave paint on the 
leeward pillar. On reflection we should perhaps have unreefed before the bridge, thereby getting more speed. 
We could also pretend the openings in the bridge are just too narrow for a dinghy. The clearance over the mast 
we can't complain about, unless it's about the velocity of visitors dropping in from that height.

Note the scenic area, Legind Bjerge, whose highest point is 52 m, west of the bridge. In the days of the ferry the 
road ran beside the beach. Now a much faster road allows increased traffic to pass through the Scenic Area at a 
speed which minimizes the noise-impact over time of each individual unit of traffic

As it was, it turned out that the wind had worn itself out by its earlier tantrum and we took the reef out a 
kilometre south of the bridge and rang home for transport from Ørding Strand. The transport officer suggested 
we should meet nearer, where a beck ran out from a deep valley under a wood on a high bluff. However we 
could see several places that might be that one, our chart couldn’t help and it would be dark when we got there, 
so we agreed on Ørding. So little wind was there that we eventually spent some time rowing, but when the wind 
changed to a westerly we sought more of it further out in the sound, sailing south until we had reached what we 
guessed would be Ørding and tacked toward the shore.

Under land it was almost calm and silent as death. One small light could be from a house near where the road 
comes down to the beach. The narrow beach was unpleasantly stony and the water cluttered with randomly 
positioned, but cunningly submerged, individual large stones. A search to the south along the shore found no 
sandy beach, only sea-thorn, thistles and bog. Walking to the north though, my “read-a-newspaper-at-200-
metres” flashlight found the faces of a couple cowering on a bench against a fisherman’s hut - Ørding Strand. 
The couple melted quietly away in the dark. It is too bad that you can’t even find peace on a bench by a beach 
at eleven o’clock at night, a couple of kilometres from 
a small village, down a narrow, dark road. Damned 
dinghy-cruisers.
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Fri 17 Aug, Nykøbing - Ørding Strand (Brown course)

We laid Minnie on some soft grass and awaited our transport home. Our speed to 
the bridge had been something over 1 kn. From the bridge to Ørding Strand even 
less. I don’t know why these dinghy-cruisers bother. If you really want to sit on you 
arse for hours on end, couldn’t it be better done in front of the TV with a jumbo 
bag or two of onion-and-cheese-flavoured, expanded bacon-rind snacks, and 
some six-packs of good, gassy beer? Is there a treatable condition lying behind 
the compulsion to embark in a small sailing dinghy with the intention of getting 
from here to there when the wind is trying to blow you backward and even the 
water is running the wrong way?

We shall not here contemplate dinghy-health matters, like for example the risk 
of deep-vein thrombosis from sitting cramped up for hours on end without the 
opportunity for exercise, but perhaps all dinghies should display a licence-
disc with a suitably worded Government Health Warning. Revenue from the 
registration-fee could help pay for the cost to society of dinghy-related illnesses.
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Fri 17 Aug, Nykøbing - Ørding Strand (Brown course)

On raising the dinghy we discover that the soft grass had been hiding the tip of an iron rod, hammered there to 
tie a boat to, when there used to be fish. This is a job for the gaffer.

We left Ørding at around two o’clock, with an extra mainsail hoisted from the gaff-nock as a genoa. The wind 
was about 2 kn from whatever direction you like, obligingly changing direction as we did. Having rounded 
Sillerslev Øre, we watched a schooner by the Salling coast of Kaas Bredning. They probably have to have their 
sails hoisted to please their charter-guests and other spectators - their wind was blowing the wrong way.

At a quarter to four, off the former ferryman’s farm by Sillerslev, the wind picked up a bit, and by four-twenty, as 
we passed Sillerslev, we were sailing very satisfyingly with a mainsail on each side, whatever the official wind-
direction may have been. Thus it continued through the whole length of the Nameless Winding Channel. Maybe 
the gods had decided that they’d let us have a following wind this time since they have for years always given 
us a headwind there, and that on occasions quite vicious. What luck we didn’t sail the other way!

Kås Bredning, Jegind Ø on the horizon. 

Sail gives way to motor. This is probably the charter-schooner, Saga, trying to make a living.
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Fri 17 Aug, Nykøbing - Ørding Strand (Brown course)

The navigator studies the chart.
Sailing with two mainsails.

Approaching Munkholm 
Odde, the most northerly 
point of Thyholm, we saw 
shags on the reef. But on 
our coming closer, the shags 
took on a banana-shape 
and turned into seals, a skill 
I hadn't before known they 
possess. The seal is a dog, 
forced into a banana-shaped 
rubberized bag, which is then 
pumped up with warm jelly. 
This makes it possible for the 
dog to lie on a bed of mussel-
covered stones, awash with 
cold water, and look as if it's 
comfortable.

At 19.30, just before Nes Øre, 
the gods got fed up with 
being nice and reverted to 
their usual ways.We quickly 
doused the extra main and 
sent the jib up as the wind 
increased and came round 
to the north. Usually we sail 
round Dover Mølle Grund 
by the south, but this may 
just be a bad habit borne of 
keelboating. There should 
be enough water north of the 
shoal for a keelboat, too, but 
we usually follow the official 
line, however now we went 
north and could make a tack 
up toward the ferry staithe 
on the Thy side then cross 
over Nessund to the beach 
under the hot-dog stand by 
20.00. We must have timed 
the ringing-for-transport well, 
because we hadn't even 
managed to buy a hot-dog 
before the transport arrived.

23 km in 6 hours: 3.8 km/h or 
2 kn. Mustn't grumble.
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Sun 19 Aug Nessund - Vilsund (Violet course)

"Hard-weather warning for Fisher, East, 30 kn ..." Ah, 
well, better get started, it's only Visby Bredning and 
Dragstrup Vig. Dragstrup Vig will be worst with a fetch 
of 8 km when we come out from Ørndrup Hage, but 
nothing like Løgstør Bredning with 20 km.

The start was delayed by the discovery that someone 
had forgotten the bag of food. Luckily, in these 
modern times, there is an open supermarket at the 
last village, where the transport officer can take in 
supplies. Otherwise we sailors would have been faced 
with the prospect of several hours of mental torment 
knowing we wouldn't be able to make a sandwich, in 
weather where we couldn't make sandwiches even if 
we'd had the makings because the wind would blow 
the cheese and lettuce off the bread.

Nessund ferry had lost a screw. Luckily it has one 
at each end, so they could reach the staithe. As we 
prepared to sail, a flock of divers turned up, with 
wives, and made ready to try to find the lost screw. 
"No problem. The ferry-crew cut a mark in the side of 
the ferry where the screw fell off." Aha.

There wasn't much wind on the beach. There never 
is. But a boat across the sound was leaning so much 
they'd definitely spilled their coffee. We set off with a 
deep reef. North of the ferry-staithe, while we were 
too interested in the divers' antics, the daggerboard 
hit a rock. We'd rather not do that. We were well 
inshore. Two hundred metres up the coast we landed 
on the stony beach and reefed right down, setting 
the reefed jib. The wind had been increasing steadily 
since we arrived at Nessund. We found it wise to 
relieve ourselves of some water, thinking there'd be 
water enough in a short while.

Actually, sailing closehauled in hard weather isn't 
that bad, in protected waters. As long as you're well-
reefed, your sandbags are placed right, and you know 
where your towel is. As we came out from behind 
Ørndrup Hage the real state of the wind and waves 
showed itself and the wind increased steadily. The 
mother and a couple of local friends with their dog 
had driven out to Ørndrup to watch us and thought 
we looked "very comfortable." The keelboats sailing 
along with their anti-fouling on show didn't look at 

Reefed right down. The yacht to the left has black 
anti-fouling paint. Boats don't sail properly at that 
angle, but reefing (if this possibility is fitted) spoils the 
fairground-effect.

Crossing the mouth of Dragstrup Vig. Apologies 
for the plastic bag - I wasn't sure the cardboard 
single-use camera could survive a soaking. Note 
that reefing and 50 kg of nicely placed sand make 
it possible for the dinghy to remain upright without 
the crew having to hang out. A crew hanging out is 
a crew risking capsize. Minnie Moltok is making very 
good speed though deeply reefed.
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Sun 19 Aug Nessund - Vilsund (Violet course)

In the lee of Stokkær Odde, heading for the end of the 
reef.

The main had been made a little 
too flat for my liking, but in the 
gusts that was no disadvantage. 
The biggest two-or-three-waves-
in-a-row (with not much more than 
a boat's length between) had to 
be taken with the broad Mirror 
bow. An attempt by the helm, 
in the dryer part of the boat, to 
take a photographic impression 
of the conditions in a gust while 
crossing Dragstrup Vig, for this 
report, was frustrated somewhat 
by his unwillingness to remove 
the camera from its plastic bag 
because of the water in the air and 
by his lack of concentration on the 
job at hand, due to the approach of 
a group of steep waves demanding 
attention. Crossing Dragstrup Vig 
with the wind gusting at 30-odd knots, 
I was enjoying myself immensely. 
There's something really 
exhilarating about a good blow 
when the boat is under control.

Stokkær Odde's reef stuck out 
a little further than was visible 
from a distance, and our position 
was anyway too much easterly 
from luffing up to the waves so 
we made a broad reach round 
the end of it then sailed quietly 
up to the next bay, Rovvig, where 
there was only a metre between 
individual pieces of infant chop 
and where it was often blown flat 
again. The last 7 km up to Vilsund 
were plain sailing. On the way, 
following a couple of careened 
keelboats, we met a German boat 
sailing at a reasonable angle, whose 
helmswoman had reefed sensibly 
and therefore was relaxed enough to 
wave.

Vilsund. Mission accomplished. Crew forced by the 
mother to be photographed, despite dire hunger.

We were delighted when we reached Vilsund, at three o'clock, and 
even more delighted when, shortly after we'd landed, our transport 

turned up, the mother having come by on the off-chance after her visit 
at the friends near Nessund. So we left Minnie Moltok on the beach 

and drove home to fetch her trailer. 19_ km in 3 hours and 40 minutes. 
That's 5.3 km/h or 2.9 kn. Not bad at all. Very favourable current.
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Friday, 24 August, Round Livø (Blue course)

A few seals on Ejerslev Røn. Not enough for the 
owner.

Minnie rigged with mast in 
forward position, before 

leaving for Blinderøn - seen it 

before? Well I like the picture.

I had thought that having 
circumnavigated the island we 
had finished and could relax into 
normal lethargy, but Minnie Moltok's 
owner undeceived me: "We haven't 
photographed the seals." "Yes we have - 
at Munkholm Odde." "But not on Ejerslev 
Røn." "Well there was that motorboat. 
Anyway they're probably on Blinderøn." 
"Then we'll have to sail to Blinderøn. 
You can't send that report without the 
seals." "Well, if that's the way it has to be 
..." "That's the way it has to be." It's her 
dinghy.

But that a pleasant 17 km round-trip to 
take a picture of seals on Blinderøn 
turned into a more eventful 40-odd km 
trip round Livø needs some explaining.

At Blinderøn there were seals enough, 
but with a wide-angle rather than a 
telephoto lens, seals at that distance 

- we don’t go so close that they flee into the water - 
could just as well be seaweed or even date-pips for 
someone seeing the resulting photo, unless they were 
told. These photos are of genuine, wriggle-like-a-
maggot-into-the-water-and-stick-your-head-up-like-a-
Labrador seals.

Any normal family would now turn round and head for 
home, but here’s one that sometimes doesn’t know 
when to stop, which is when adventure begins - we 
could sail down to where Liv Tap begins and carry 
the boat over to the east side, then sail home round 
Livø. Good enough; home by 21.30. We sail on, but 
where is the yellow buoy marking the Liv Tap nature 
reserve? The mother would rather cross the spit on 
the legal side of the line. We sail on. It seems the buoy 
has gone. Probably gracing the lawn at somebody’s 
holiday-cottage. The father would cross anywhere at 
all, but he’s a troglodyte.
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Friday, 24 August, Round Livø (Blue course)

Blinderøn ahead, southeast, Livø to the left, eastern 
end of Fur to the right.

Here are seals on the southern part of Blinderøn. Fur 
in Background.

There’s another pack of seals on the northern part. 
The two groups don’t quite meet, which makes us 
think there are two tribes of them.

By now we are well on our way down the spit. The 
wind has increased to about 12 kn and we’re close-
hauled. Unfortunately Liv Tap with its Sand Reef is 
between 4 and 5 km long down this side, and just as 
long up the other side. It will take 2 hours to reach the 
southern end and an hour to run up the other side. We 
sailors discuss the possibility of sailing through the 
channel between Liv Tap and Liv Sandrev. It’s about 
100 m wide with depths marked on the chart of 10 cm 
to the north and 20 cm to the south. If we could find 
the yellow buoy marking the southeasterly corner 
of the reserve and took a bearing on it and if it were 
in the right place, we could with some luck find the 
channel and sail through, but we wouldn’t have much 
chance to manoeuvre if we were a bit astray. Skipper 
decides not to risk it and we round Liv Sandrev at 
20.15. From here it is 20 km home which will take 3 _ 
hours with this wind. Home at 23.45. Uh. Not the best 
place to be, Liv Sandrev.

An hour later finds us at Liv Haven, where we think to 
leave liquid and take in solids. This may have been a 
mistake, since it cost an hour. We sailed out with a reef 
in and set off into the dark.

Nearing the north end of Livø we saw a white 
flash beyond the horizon to the north-northwest, 
where no light should be, but it showed no sensible 
interval. Later a red riding-light appeared. This could be a mussel-dredger. Though they are seemingly on an 
unthreatening course, we hold a northerly one, also to be well clear of the large stone at the northeast of the 
island, as the mother insists, which is only covered by 30 cm of water, and whose position we can only know 
approximately in the dark The red disappears to be replaced by the white, so whatever-it-was is going away.

Clear of Livø, we sail 300° for home, two hours away. However, as we come to the west, out of the shelter of the 
island the infamous Limfjord-chop appears, running up from the south. It is misty and the only stars visible are 
directly above and difficult to steer by. The fixed compass in not aboard and it is increasingly difficult to juggle 
the tiller, the torch, and the hand-compass (which only glows for a short time after being illuminated) avoiding 
the larger waves, which coming up on the quarter can swamp us if not taken right.

The cat-litter factory’s light appears, which solves the problem of navigation, but further west the waves will 
be much bigger. That means less room for error. Finding the right path through the waves with a torch is not 
safe enough, so I put the helm over and we beat back to the island. That feels much better. Though for various 
reasons we should go home, the likelihood of being swamped in the middle of The Limfjord is a better reason 
for going back. Norwegian Mountain Knowledge Rule Nr 8: “Vend i tide, det er ingen skam å snu.” Meaning: 
“Turn in time, it’s no shame to go back.”

It never fails to amaze me how little wind there is under land. There are many and large stones littering both 
water and beach on Livø’s northwestern shore. The beach is steep. This is a family looking for a bed. Minnie 
Moltok sails nervously southward, afraid of stubbing her dainty toes. It’s ten years since we were just here last 
and it’s not easy to remember quite where and how. We land, almost, between the stones, the crew hold the 
boat while the skipper goes off to find a beach that looks like a bed.

Landed by the bed the sailors threw the ballast and the mother out and carried Minnie up the beach, where she 
was laid on her side on the ballast and large sponge with her hull toward the breeze coming up from the south. 
The boom was taken off the gooseneck and tied under the gunwale, the main stretched out as a roof. The extra 
main was a blanket, and the crew settled down for a not particularly comfortable or warm night - but a buoyancy 
aid is a great help.
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Sat 25 Aug Round Livø II (Blue course - with dot)

At seven o’clock Minnie is again on her way to Mors. Twenty minutes out, with 100 minutes to home, we are 
blessed with the experience of torrential rain, flattening the sea and making the whole surface send shoots of 
water 15 cm into the air. Then the mother sees lightning flash in the darkness that hides Mors. “I want to be on 
land now,” she says, so I put the helm over and beat back to the beach we have just left.

The island of Livø which is 2 km east-west and 3 km north-south and mostly composed of sand, with clay in 
the lower-lying southern part and in the cliffs in the northwest, belonged to the Vitskøl monastery from the 
latter’s establishment in 1158. Vitskøl became the Bjørnsholm estate at the Reformation. In the sixteenth century, 
several hundred pigs could be fattened on the nuts and acorns in the oak and hazel forest. By 1800, because 
of overgrazing, felling for timber and fuel and clearing for arable use, the forest had shrunk to only a tenth of 
the island’s area, to be replaced in large degree by heath. In 1805 a law was brought in forbidding grazing and 
felling in the forest remaining in Denmark. Extensive nationwide tree-planting in the last third of the century 
resulted in a third of Livø being now wooded.

From 1911 and for the next 50 years, Livø was a (prison-) colony for male criminal mental-defectives, as part of a 
policy of eugenics that was popular in the civilized world at the time. The colonists were allowed to leave and 
marry if they agreed to be gelded first - freedom of choice is an important principle in a democratic society. The 
policy may have led to an improvement that is not immediately discernible to the casual observer.

Today Livø is managed by the Directorate for Forestry and Nature as a nature reserve and tourist destination.

We carry Minnie Moltok over the stones and set her on the beach. We find a way up the cliff, walk across the 
island, buy provisions at the shop, continue to the haven and look for a fast boat sailing to Nykøbing, in time to 
catch the bus to get the mother home earlier, but without success. Several crews have not heard the weather-
forecast. We are informed that at this mast-top it is blowing 6.8 m/sec, 13.2 kn and that the forecast is for 
increasing wind and thunder, later. We eat breakfast at a convenient picnic table in increasing wind and head 
back across the island to the dinghy, hurrying to get ahead of a mother and son who do not agree about the 
delights of being out in Nature. He tells her it would be much better if he were playing a video game and I find it 
difficult not to agree. Luckily the son’s arguments prevail and they do not follow us to the beach.

Minnie is launched at midday, sailing with two jibs, one poled out, and the topping-lift hauled to lift the boom 
and bring the centre of effort even further forward for an easy run home. Near land the wind goes to the south 
and the jibs are laid together for the last couple of kilometres. Two hours, 6 km/h, 3.24 kn. OK. We always take 
two hours for the trip from Livø.

And so Minnie Moltok went all the way round the island ... and another island, the daughter got her seal photos, 
and the Editor got his report ... and the father? he’s just this guy, you know.

davidjasper
Return to Mobys NZ. https://www.mobys.nz/home/




